
 

P.O. Box 1165 
Fort Myers, FL 33902 

 

Date: 6-14-18 

To: Toni Edwards, South Florida Water Management District 

From: John Cassani, Calusa Waterkeeper (CWK) 

RE: Comments on the proposed MFL Rule revision for the Caloosahatchee estuary.  

Delivered by electronic mail 

Ms. Edwards: 

As the Calusa Waterkeeper, I have participated throughout the Caloosahatchee Estuary MFL 

Rule revision process. My comments were submitted on August 8, 2017 and March 7, 2018 

prior to this letter. This letter and my previous comments submitted capture the essence of my 

opposition to the revision of the flow component to 400 cfs and the proposed definition of 

significant harm.  

As final thoughts, I wanted to reiterate and summarize my concerns about the proposed 

revisions. 

1) Based on empirical evidence of the flow salinity relationship over past years (note my 

comments submitted on August 8, 2017) it has been demonstrated that a flow of 400 cfs will 

not maintain the desired salinity envelope of 10 psu at the Fort Myers measuring station. This 

fact further complicates the evaluation of the proposed significant harm definition. Flows at S-

79 need to be at least 600 cfs to achieve the targeted salinity of 10 psu. 

2) Even if 400 cfs was a valid flow for preventing an MFL exceedance associated with a salinity 

envelope of 10 psu, the uncertainty associated with that assumption is significant. The C-43 

Reservoir, once completed, is assumed by SFWMD to enable 400 cfs greater than 95 percent of 

the time. This projection is based not only on the estimated C-43 Reservoir performance 

capacity but also on the completion and effective operation of other CERP, CEPP projects and 

elements of the Integrated Delivery Schedule including the Lake Okeechobee Watershed 

Restoration Project, LORS and the EAA Reservoir. Considering the need to rely of many long- 

term regional projects, that have uncertain future funding scenarios, on the C-43 Reservoir 

estimate of achieving 400 cfs more than 95 percent of the time, is unrealistic. 



3) It is concerning that despite a potentially improved regional system of federal and state 

projects aimed at restoring the greater Everglades ecosystem, less water will be available for 

maintaining the MFL for the Caloosahatchee Estuary. This conclusion is from the TECHNICAL 

DOCUMENT TO SUPPORT REEVALUATION OF THE MINIMUMFLOW CRITERIA FOR THE 

CALOOSAHATCHEE RIVER ESTUARY, FINAL REPORT, JANUARY 30, 2018  “Future land use 

changes along with CERP/CEPP projects reduce the amount of water being sent to the estuary.” 

If less water will be available for the Caloosahatchee Estuary in the future it will put even more 

demand on the Caloosahatchee Basin watershed for storage and treatment in addition to the C-

43 Reservoir. This is unrealistic considering such constraints will only create more competition 

and costs between legal users, including the Caloosahatchee Estuary. Furthermore, sea level 

rise will demand increased freshwater inflows over what is being assumed in this MFL revision 

process. The SWFMM model used as part of the above mentioned MFL Technical Document 

(Appendix C, Attachment C-1) as a basis for the MFL revision, only used a sea level rise 

“boundary condition” through 2005. Thus a “lower amount of water being sent to the estuary” 

in the future will be counterintuitive to growing future demands. 

4) As stated previously in my August 28, 2017 and March 7, 2018 submitted comments, there is 

inadequate nexus between consumptive use (withdrawals) permitting and MFL achievement 

even in areas of LOSA where withdrawals are from an MFL waterbody or in SFWMD Restricted 

Use Allocation Areas. This problem is further exacerbated by SFWMD’s refusal to effectively use 

water use restrictions to prevent MFL violations and to balance policy regarding water 

allocation by initiating rule making for a reservation of water under Florida Statute Chapter 

373.223(4). 

Thanking you in advance for your consideration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


